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3.2.2.1  

 No. of workshops/ seminars / conferences including programmes 
conducted on research methodology. 

 

Report on Workshop 

UG - Social Science 
 

A two days workshop was held from 03-07-2017 to 04-07-2017 in Chittem 

Narsi Reddy Memorial Digital Hall of Surya Laxmi Degree College of Arts & 

Science On “ Workshop on UG Social Sciences” (under District Resources 

Centre, Mahaboobnagar) for all the Government, Aided and Private College 

Lecturers. The workshop was inaugurated by the Professor Panduranga Reddy 

Gaaru, Registrar ,Palamuru University and Sri. Chittem Rammohan Reddy, MLA 

Makthal and correspondent of the college were the chief guests and Smt. Gande 

Anasuyamma Gaaru; chairperson municipality had consented to light up the 

light. 

The first day of work shop was discussed on providing quality education to 

rural students introducing new methods of teaching. It was said that the student 

would perform well at national level competitions if they were introduced with 

good skills in this CBCS system. It was further added that everyone would have 

to evaluate themselves to give the proper and efficient knowledge to the 

students in this competitive world. It was said to put maximum efforts to make 

the students competitive and aware who could decide nation’s future. 

First day of workshop was on Technical Aspects and Political Science. 
 

In technical session one, it was discussed on micro economics by Dr, 

Mohd. Arif Pasha he said that significance of concepts of micro economics in this 
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society. He added that why different goods have different values. It was said 

that how micro economics deals with prices and production in single market and 

the interaction between different markets. 

The next it was discussed on macro economics by Sri. Sudhakar Reddy it 

was explained that how does macro economics deals with the performance, 

structure, behavior and discussion making an economy a whole. 



In technical session two it was discussed on Indian economy by Venkat 

Reddy. He explained that what were the specific features of Indian economy and 

how it was different compare to other Asian countries. Even it was discussed 

how Indian economy functions. 

The next was continued on public finance by Dr, Rukmini. She said study 

of the role of the government economy. 

Political session was followed next; the presenter was Dr, Kumara swami. 

He gave introduction of political science and Indian government and politics. 
 

Afternoon session, Dr, Mercy Vasantha addressed the gathering the 

political thought and international relations. 

First session of Second day work shop was on public administration and 

the speaker was Dr, Rajitha Simha Reddy, he addressed the teachers on Indian 

administration. 

In second session speaker G. Narsimulu explained resource of 

management and Rural and Urban Government in detail. 

Afternoon first session was continued by P. Beeraiah on history and 

culture of India. It was explained clearly how Indian culture was different 

compare to western countries. 

In last session it concludes by the resource person MD. Rafi by addressing 

History and modern world finally Dr, Rajitha simha Reddy the principal of college 

expressed his vote of thanks to the participants. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


